
LogIT Explorer
Temperature Probe

The Explorer Temperature probe has a maximum range of -10 to +110˚Celsius and is 

supplied with fitted cable and jack plug. The most sensitive and fast reacting part of the 

sensor is at the tip of the stainless steel probe.

The probe is sealed and water-proof up to the yellow label and water-resistant from the 

this yellow label to the plug. This means that the probe and cable can be submerged 

(for example, to measure the temperature of a pond) but should not be left immersed 

for long periods and should be thoroughly dried afterwards. A 3 metre extension cable 

is also available but please note that the connection point is not water resistant.

Care

• Do not use with temperatures in excess of the -10˚ to +110˚ range

• Do not use with toxic or corrosive substances which would attack the stainless steel

• This probe only works with a LogIT Explorer - never plug it into anything else
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Many other Explorer accessories available - see over or www.logitworld.com
Heat Detective - investigate invisible heat - a sensor & class resource package
NEW  Electric Detective - investigate electrical energy from wind, sun and even fruit!
Explorer Interactive - multimedia CD with video setups of experiments etc
Voltage Probe (Range 0-10 volts dc)
Pulse Monitor with finger & ear clip to measure pulse rate
pH probe set with electrode and amplifier adapter
Explorer Motion sensor - measure how fast or how far
Explorer Controller set with lamp, motor, fan & buzzer - allows simple control 
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